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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATIN: Document Control Desk i,

*

Wnahington, D.C. 20555

Gentlemen:
,

TENNESSEE VALLEY I.UTHORITY - SEQUOYAH NUCLEAR PLANT UNIT 1 - D00KET
| NO. 50-327 - FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE DPR-77 - LICENSEE EVENT REPORT

(LER) 50-327/91009, REVISION 1'

The enclosed LER has been revised to provide additional details
,

concerning the cause of the auaillary building fire suppression water,

system's reduction in performance and the corrective actions taken that,

were recessary to return the system to its original configuration and'
operable status. The inoperability of. the atatiliary building fire -
auppression water syntem was initially reported.on' fur.e 5,' 1991, in

! accordance with 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(1)(B) as an operation prohib.ited by *

{ technical speciffeations.

Revisions to the LER are annot.ated by vertical- bars -in the right.-hand
j- ina cgin.
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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Page 2
March 2, 1992

cc (Enclosure):
INP0 Records Center
Institute of Nuclear Power Operations
1100 Circle 75 Parkway, Suite 1500
Atlanta, Georgia 30339

Mr. D. E. LaBarge Project Manager
_

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint, North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852

,

NkC Resident Inspector
Sequoyah Nuclear Plant
2600 Igau Ferry Road
Soddy-Daisy, Tenneusee 37379

Mr. B. A. Wilson, Project Chief
U.S. ?!uclear Regulatory Commission -
Region II,

101 Marietta Street, NW, Suite 2900
Atlanta, Georgia 30323
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ABSTRACT (Limit to 1400 spaces. i .e.., approximately fif teen single-space typewritten lines) (16)

This LER providas details concerning the cause of the amtillary building sprinkler
system's reduced performance and also to report the corrective actions taken to return
the system to operable status. On May 6, 1991, at-1600 EDT, with Units 1 and 2
operating in Mode 1, LCO 3.7.11.1 no entered when the firu suppression system f or the
auxiliary building was declared inoperablo The surveillance test that demonstu tes
the operability _ of the system was perforrced on April 73 1991. .On May 6, 1991, the fire

| protection engineer determined that the test data did not satisfy the acceptcace -

eriteria. The test was invalidated, the systete was declared inoparable, and
LCO 3.1.11.1 was entered. Itudequcte managerial supervision had resulted in a test
director being assigned to conduct this teat In April who. had not been properly
trained. The test director had incorrectly considered the test acceptable. Following
system adjustments and testing, the existing system was considered acceptable to ' serve
as the bar.:kup fin suppression system in occorUance with Action Statemeat (b)(1) for
LC3 3.7.11.1:. The cause of the reduction in system performance has been determined to
be internal I.iping corrorion deposits, innustation, and a 'uildup of river sediment.o
The fire potection system waa restored te operable status on December 30, 1991.
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DEERIETIDE_OflVENI

On May 6, 1991, at 1600 Eastern daylight time (EDT), with Units 1 and 2 operating in
Mode 1 at 100 percent power, SQN 'echnical Specification (TS) Limiting Condition for
Operation (LCO) 3.7.11.1 was entered when the fire suppression water system (EIIS
Code KP) for the auxiliary building was declared inoperable.

( SQN TS Surveillance Requirement (3D) 4.7.11.1 requires the fire suppression water
system to be demonstrated cpe_able at least once every three years by performing a flow
test of thc system in accordance wi.th Chrpter 5, Section 11, of the " Fire Protection
!!andbook," 14th Edition, published by the National Fire Protection Association. SQN
implements this requirement annually for the auxiliary building fire suppression system
by performance of Surveillance Instruction (SI) 0-SI-SFT-026-002.0, "Atotillary Build 3ng
System Hydroulic Performance Uerification." 0-SI-SFT-026-002.0 provides the detailed
instructions to determine the hydraulic performance of tae auxiliary building high
pressure fire protection system. This test measures static pressure, residual,

pressure, and velocity pressure when a flow is imposed on selected auxiliary building
hose stations (a total of nine test configurat tons are evaluated). The first five
co.ifigurations are used to collect data for trending purposes to determine system
degradation. The last our test configurations are used to obtain data that is
compared with acceptance criteria to demonstrate operebility of the system.

This test was performe.1 by the Fire Protection Unit (FPU) on April 2, I M1, and the
system was declared operable. This was based on the fact that the test glirector and
nis management considered the test completed without. any deficiencies arp with the
acceptance criteria met. Site procedure SI-1, " Surveillance Program," riquires that TS,

surveillanca, package reviews be completed within 10 calendar days of tes completion.
Ilowever, review of the subject performance package in the FPU was not coi elete until
April 12, 1991. The tesc was then carried to the SRO for review and thei delivered to
the ftre protection engineer on April 15, 1991. OnMay6,1991,thefirEjrotection
engineer, while reviewing the test package, discovered that the test'metbe; and data
did not satisfy the teceptance criteria, i.e., the pressure maintained by he pressure
control valve downstrean of the pumps was below that required for proper ut. duct of the
test and test data was improperly plotted, incorrectly indicating acceptable results.>

The test was invalidated, the system declared inoperable > and LCO 3.7.11.1 was entered
at 1600 EDT for Units 1 and 2. Although the water suppression system was declared
inoperable, the fire pumps were operable, the flow paths were intact, and two
additional pumps were al o available. It was noted during review that, throughout the
test, the reference pressure measured at hydrant 0-26-883 was approximately 10 psiB,-

below the minimum required value of 120 psig. Therefore, the main pressure control
valve for the suppression system (0-FCV-26-15) was adjusted to lh3 psig to increase the
reference pressure to approximately 130 psig. Following this adjustment, Test No. 6 of
NSI-SFT-026-002. 0 wa; successfully performed, which isolates the Unit 2 dedicated
eight-inch. feed to the auxiliary building loop header. Subsequent to this, however,
Test No. 7, which isolates one of the turbina building feeds to the auxiliary building
loop, was performed with marginally unsatisfactory results.

>
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D"SC111EIIDN_DE.JVIRLCContinueiO

As a result of this second test, a reduction in actual system performance was
confirmed. The decieiten was made by the Operations Superintendent to utilize the
installed fire suppression system as the backup system required by the TSs. The
decision considered that actions had been taken to raise system pressure (beyond the
previous April test evndition) .;,s previously described, testing for one test lineup had
met the acceptance criteria, and testing for the second lineup had not met acceptance

} criteria but by only a small amount. At that point, it was postulated that leakage
past bounlary valves or increased system resiste re, e.g., blockage, could be causing
the weak performance. However, the reduction in capability was not considered-large,
the pumps were determined to be performing properly, the system was intact, and
additional pumps were available; therefore it was considered to be an adequate backup
suppression system while troubleshooting and testing continued. Subsequently, at ter
strainer cleaning and walkdowns to identif y possible leakage paths, f urther testing
confirmed continued performance weaknesses.

As an interim measure, syntem pressure was further increased.and testing under all
required configurations fully met test acceptance criteria. The existing system under
t his configuration continues to be used as the backup suppression system while
investigation into the performance reduction contiaues.

In March 1989 the responsibility for performance of this SI was transferred from
Operations to the FPU. The 1989 performance was completed by FPU personnel with the
fire protection system engineer cerving as the test director. In 1990, the Operations'
Section XI test group served as the test director. In 1991, the SI was performed by
FPU personnel with a FPU individual serving as test director. The basis for the test
director's assignment from outside the FPb, i.e., for 1989 and 1990 SI perforn.ances,
could not be determined. Only qualified personnel should be assigned the duty of test
director. The FPU maintains qualification cards for ready-reference to indiente those
individuals that have been trained and qualified for specific sis. However, in the
reorganization of 1989, the management controla for the test director assignment to
ensure only qualified personnel were assigned as test directors, were not communicated
to or assumed by the FPU foremen. Consequently, on April 2, 1991, the FPU foreman
assigned a ftre operator as test director for 0-JI-SFT-026-002.0, although training and
qualification had not been provided.

The criteria in the SI are twofold. The first requirement is to maintain systen
reference pressure between 120 and 140 pounds per square inch gauge (psig) throughout
data collection. The system pressure was below this range during the April 2, 1991,
performance. A note in the acceptance criteria section of.the SI states that this
acceptance criteria only applies to test six through nine. The test director failed to
recognize in tests six through nine that the pressure was outside the acceptancec

criteria and did not stop to evaluate the discrepancy as required by' administrative
procedure, Site Standard Practice (SSP) 3.1, " Conduct of Testing."

NRC form 366(6-89)
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DESCRIfl10N_DIJNEHLICentiu xdl

SSP-8.1 provides guidelineo to en wre that personnel involved with the test activities
are knowledgeable of their duties end respons.ibilities and that test dota including
deficiencies are doctuw.nted.- SSP-8.1 also provides guidelines to ensure that test
activities are performed by qualified individus1a. SSP-8.1 also contains explicit

tnotification requirements for the test director to notify the SOS "if the test
acceptance criterza is not met based on a test deficiency discovered during the
performance of any .netivity." This requirement was not met when pressures were

,

recorded and verified to be lenr. than 120 psig,
o* The SI also requires that graphical plots be made of the data points to verify

hyriraulic performance. While the SI contains reasonably explicit instruction, the test
director was confused over how to plot the data, lie discusaed the problem with a'

representacive of thn Technical Support Group who offered to essivt. The test
lirector, bt'lieving 1.e underetuod the mellad, plotted the data. The hydraulic
performance line was incorrectly plotted such that the data points, which were required ?
to f al? ubove the line drawn, were incorrectly dee.ned to be acceptable. (

,

The fira protection unit fareman that assigned the individual the duties of test
director was also unfamiliar with the test and subsequently failed to perform an
adequate review of the completed test package by verifying the acceptance ::riteria had I

been met. llis review was a cursory review to ensure that data blocks end signatures
were <.nmpleted.

The enmpleted package war torwarded to the lire protectir n engineer. On May 6, 1991, (the f8re protection engineer reviewed the data package and concluded that the test was
unacceptable based on the fact that the system pressure for the test had not t.een
sat.14fied and that the test acceptance criteria wu, not met. .The fire protection

1en6 neer notified the shif t operations s upervisor (SOS), and LC0 3.7.11.1 was entered
at 1600 hours. Appropriate actions wete taken to establish a backup fire suppression

i syst.ern as described above.

To reutore the system to TS cperability, a tempcrary alteration was made to the high '

pressure fire protection system. The temporary alteration-involved raising the syster-
prenstre from its normal. setting'of 135 psig to 147.psig. .This increese in system
pressure permitted the ' hydraulic teat to be perf ormed successfully. . To restorn the j
syaten to its original operating pressure and configuration, the system was inepected
and ,hscrepancies corrected. In addition,. procedures were revised and enhanced to
bt.tter trend perf ormance and verif y . .. obility. Af ter all the cortective action was
in pbce, the pressure control valve was restored to its.or$ginal value of 135 psigs
testing was satisfactorily pe-formed, and the temporary alteration was terminated.
System operability was. restored in its original' configuration on December 30, 1991.

< :
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CMSL0f_lV4NI,

The cause of the reduction in system performance has been determined to be a buildup of
river sediment ompounded by the normal internal corrosions expected of carbon steel
pipe subjected tu river water. The river seditr.ent buildup in the piping system was not
controlled appropriately because of inadequate procedures. The instructions specifying
flushing criteria did not require a sufficient flow rate us recommended by the National
Fire Protaction Association standard for fire mains nor did the instructions require
all flow paths to be subjected periodically to a flushing activity. The procedures I
implemented technical specifications; however, they were not explicit enough to
ef fectively control the sediment buildup over a long period of time.

Additionally, some blockage of the statillary building fire suppression system st siners
was noted; however, subsequent testing revealed that this enomaly did not significantly
ef fect the system's perfortnance any more than it had already beer. degraded.

s

The cause of the surveillance test having been initially accepted was lack of
supenisory oversight of daily activities and cotanunicution of expectations and
responsibilities. This was a direct result of the reorganization in 1989, which
reasuigni.d direct supervisory management over the FPU. ' Direct aupervisory ranagement'
over the FPU was not assumed f ollowing the reorganization. The FPU foremen were not
iirected and did not assume the responsibilities and management control over the test
direntor qualification process. B, fore the reorganization, the FPU manager had always
made the tcat director ausignment based on the knowledge of the training program for
test directors. Tho FPU foreman did not ensure that the individual aesigned:as test
director was qualified- and treined on this test as requiced by SSP-8.1. The f oreman
was not knowladgeable of these requirements and had not been given clear supervisory
direction. The individual conducted the test improperly and interpreted the
instructions incorrectly. The test should have been stopped when the- acceptuace
criteria pressure, as indicested in '.he test, was not satisfied.;

This may have resulted
from lack cf tralning combined with confusion resulting from the procedure format.
After the test was completed, the FFU-foreman reviewed the test package and did not
identify the inadequate test pressures na'a deficiency. His review was a cursory
review to ensure thet data' blocks and signatures were completed. A contributing cause
is that S1-1 " Surveillance Progra:n," is unclear. regarding responsibility L for review of,

completed instructions.

! !The.cause for the delay in reviewing the subject SI once it was' completed was. twofold.
First the FPU reviewer rotated tJfshift for seven days and second, compet 5g-priorities

-

in tbe Technient Support Group allowed the SI to remain unreviemd for appcoximatelythree weeko.

"
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This event is being reportcd in accordance with 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2 M i)(B) as an
operation prohibited by TSs. The fire protection system is described in the Updated
Final Safety Analysis Report, Section 9.5.1. The fire protection system is designed to
provide a "eliable nource of water or othee fire fight.fug agant to the fire suppression
system throughout the plent. An automatic fire detection system is installed in
various areas of the plant to provide tr.pid notification of a fire to the main control

$) and to in1.tiate automatic suppresaion when required. The auxiliary building firer m
suppression water system provides fire protection in plant areas where a fire could
affect the ability to acnieve and maintain safe plant sht.cdown.

The results of the April 2, 1991, performance of the SI would indicate that the I
utaciliary building fire suppression system was significantly degraded (i.e.,
approximately C5 percent) at the time of the tesc. Two factors exiat to refute this

; assumption. Primer 31y, the test conducted subse<1uent to adjustment of the PCV from
approximately 125 psig to 163 psig (Test No. 6) met the acceptar.ce criteria and, in
fact, resulted la un improvement of approxiwately 78 psig estrapolated to-the design
flow of 8 320 gpu. It is highly unlikely that an itaprovement of this magnitude would
have resulted from che 18 psig increase in the controlling pressure of the PCV.
Additionally, interviews with the individuals who conoucted the April 12,1991, test ,I

revealed that the data was obtained immediately after aligning the system to the
specified test configuration. Subsequent testing has revealed that the system PCV is
reintively slow-acting and requires several minutes to reestablish system pressure
after flow is initiated for any given test. A nominal waiting period of approximately
five minutes during troubleshooting activities has resulted in a eignificant increase
in the residual pressure reading ustJ to determine acceptability. With these factors
in mind, analysis indicates that the actual system degradation at the time of
April 2, 1991, SI performans was approximately 20-to 30 percent. This value is
extremely dif f 2 cult to quantify because of the variable increase in the reddual
pressure as a function of time to reach equilibrium conditions and ths unknown absolute
valus for the PCV in the as-found conditions on May 6, 1991. Variations in the data
obtained by the SI during troubleshooting as a function of PCV se'; point would indicate
e degradation value at opproximately-2C to 30 percent during the period after
April 2,1991. Therefore, the safety significance of the event is not of the magnitude
that would be indicated by the results of the April 2,1991, perfer. nance of the SI.

'

Although the auxiliary building fire suppression . rater flowrate r.nd pressure did not
meet the established acceptance criteria, suppression was still donsidered adequate to
enable both units to reach and maintain' safe shutdown. This tone.lusten is based on an
engineering assessment of the most probable fire situation in the ares of highest
demaud, WhIle fire protection code' requirements assume. demand from ectuation of all
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affected area sprinkler heads, it in considered more probable, banco on engineering
judgment that only ten sprinkler heads would in fact actuate for the assumed 20 foot
fire. Maximum flow f rom ten sprinkler heads in the area of highest demand results in a
flow requirement of 396 gpm. Actual data f rom the April 2,1991, pe*forrnance indicates
that a minimum of 433 gpu was available with the most limiting header align.nent
tuted. Thus, given the fact that flow would have been available and that
equipment / cables for saf e s'nutdown are coparated to the greatest extent possible, there
is reasonabJe assurance that any fire is the auxiliary building would not hcVe
prevented either unit from achieving nnd maJntaining aafe shutdowe. Accordingly, this
condition did not constitute a threat to the plant personnel or public.

C0hEECTIiEACIIDH

Th9 immediate corrective action upon determining the test was invalid, was to declare,

the syetem ineperable and euter LCO 3.7.11.1 at 1600 EDT on May 6,1991. Actions were
.

taken to establiah a backup fire suppress M system within 24 hours. The fire pumps
were opetable and flow paths intact, the tu . demonstrating operability was matginally
inadeqtm te . It was noted during rev!ew that, throughout the test, the reference
pressure measured at hydrant 0--20-883 was appre imately 10 psig below the minimum
required value of 120 psig. T1wreforc, the main pressure control valve for the
suppression system (0-PCV-24-15) was adjusted to 143 psig to increase the referena
pressure to approximately 130 pa.ig. Following this udjustment, Test No. 5 of
0-SI-SFT-026-002.0 was succesef ully performed, whicl. isolates the Unit 2 dedicated
eight-inch feed to the awciliary ouilding loop header. Subsequent to this, however.
Test No. 7, which isointes one of the turbine building feeds to -the auxiliary building
loop, was perfarmed with marginally usatisfactory results. As previously described,
the existing fire protection system was established as- the backup fite protection
system. L%rk Request (WR) C015208 was initiated to troubleshoot and correct identified
problems. This has resulted in pressure control valves being calibrated, atrainers-
replaced , several. suspected points of leakage or ~ blockage eliminated, and other pointa .
are being monitored.

As an interim measure, a FPU supervisor position has been established and (111ed. The
FPU supervisor is providing increased managc.nent and supervisica over FPU daily
activities. The FPU supervisor has reviewed and discussed this event with the FPU,- |

stressing expectations and responsibilities regarding w6rk practices. -This was
accomplished May 22, 1991. Additionally, retraining of the FPU personnel on the j
requirements of SSP 8.1 wes accomplished en May 28, 1991. Broader improvements in j
overall f.onduct of the fire protection program are being Initiatad as a result of a
fire protection program improvercent tank force that is addres, sing such areas as
organization and responsibilities, training, and procedures.
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A detailed discussion with the interim FPU supervicor, the FPU foteman, test director,
and Plunt 11anager was conducted to reinforce the responsibilities of each-individual
with respect to performance of a test and their role in review of test packages.

The SI, 0-SI-SFT-026 -002.0, will be revised to mor e s.learly indicate the accriptunce
critecia to be met.

4 As a result of this event and several other !ndications, it has been concluded that
'

additional training is needed to ensure proper understanding of requirements for i

conduct of testing. Test directors are to be retrained and the selection and

qualification of test dirt.ctors will be ultimately controlled by a senior plant =l
management position. This is intended to ensure that an adequate level of experience
for each individual evointion is maintained during the perfouaance and during review of
test results to obtain a thorough and accurate finished product of plant Sis.

bSI-1 han been revised to clearly define recponsibilities for the technical review of
}completed test packages.

The GQN Plant Manager has recently restructured ar.d refocused the daily Plan of the Day
reeeting with significant emphasis on Surveillance Instruction performance. This
includes both t'.mely surveillance performance and review cyclo completion.

The pressure control valves have been adjusted and calibrated, and strainers have been
cleaned or replaced. The Itre protection lines have been cleaned utilizing an
industrial-type internal pipeline servbber: process. The yard piping is not considered
safety-relatedl however, a portion of this piping has also been cleaned utilizing the
scrubber process.

Proceduren used to verify operability of systems and provide-trending data will oe. 1

revised to ensure appropriate flow rates are specified to properly flush p3 ping to
control river water sediment. Also, procedures will be revised to ensure piping-in !

remote loops will be periodically subjected to flushing activities.t ' Trending of test
date will be used to identify areas of deterioration and adverse trends. _These
corrective actions were described in-the Fire Protection _ Improvement Plan submitted to
NRC. '

s

COMMIR1ENTS

1. The SI , 0-SI-SFT-026--002.0, will be revined to clearly indiente the neceptanen
criteria to be met. (This connitment has been superseded by corrective actions
detailed in the F1tu Protection Improvement Plan submitted to NRC.by letter dated

|October 4, 1991.)
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A working meeting between TVA and NRC was held on August 19, 1991, at SQN to discues
the problems 'IVA had identified . relative to the SQN Fire Protection Program. Durlug
the meeting '1VA described consolidation of variovo iniprovement initiatives into an
overall Firn Protection Itaprovement Pinn. NRC residents will be periodically informed
of the program status. The detalle of the Fire Protection Improvement Plan were

* submitted to NRC on Oct.ober 4, 1991.
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